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ABSTRACT 
Children’s Literature of any language is written with a 
common purpose of entertaining, instructing and educating the 
children on various subject of life. What makes this literature 
attentive is the way the perception of the children is dealt with 
by the writers of Children Literature. The success of any 
children’s book is depended not only on the level of preaching 
but how skillfully it is passed into the mind of a child. The less 
preachy the lessons are, the more fascinating they appear to 
the child’s mind. And there occurs a challenge for the writers 
of this literature on how to skillfully affect anything to the mind 
of a child. For that, it could be said that the more childish the 
writer becomes in his/her messages, the more effective he/she 
appears to the child. The present paper focuses on the 
Children’s Literature written in Sindhi language for the Sindhi 
Children. It will look at the available literature before and after 
partition. The second part of the paper will focus on selective 
poems and short stories and discuss the process of writing and 
its effect on the child’s mind. To specify, it will discuss the 
children text titled Hikdo Ho Raja… ( Once there was a 
king…), a collection of poem-stories and the second text is 
collection of poems titled Baal Geet jointly published by Indian 
Institute of Sindhology and central Institute of Indian 
languages. The third part of this paper will focus on the 
challenges of language disappearance and the survival of 
literature and the reading requirements for the children in the 
contemporary times in the form of conclusion. 
 

Introduction: 
Literature is a powerful vehicle for helping children understand their homes, communities 
and the world. Even before young children can read, family members, childcare providers 
and teachers read them stories about people in faraway places, sometimes from the distant 
past and sometimes about people whose lives are similar to their own. The impressions and 
messages contained in these stories can last a lifetime (Linda A. Santora). Children’s 
literature in any language is written with a common purpose of entertaining, instructing and 
educating the child on various subjects of life. What makes this simple definition complex is 
the cultural differences, writer’s conscious awareness of child psychology, his/her treatment 
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toward a particular age group, the skillful delivery of his/her content and its effect on the 
child’s mind. The success of any children’s literature lie in two potentials: 1) Production of 
healthy children’s literature 2) Enjoyable acquisition of the work to the child’s mind. Healthy 
children’s literature could be defined as something which is far away from the vocabulary 
frolics and heavy preaching with which the child cannot relate. Of course, transfer of values 
is one of the significant characteristic of Children’s Literature but it fails to achieve its results 
when the writers consciously try to impose preaching. To achieve the best results, writers 
should explore the imagination of achild less focusing on preaching. The less didactic the 
literature is, the more fascinating it appears to the mind of a child. 
 
Glimpses of Sindhi Children’s Literature: Past and Present 
 
Indian literature has witnessed tremendous contribution in the genre of Children’s literature 
from all the regional languages. And Sindhi is not an exception to this. Sindhi literature has 
well contributed to the genre of Children’s literature from the pre-partition times and is still 
on the way of contemporary involvement in this genre. 
 
With the legal approval of Sindhi language script in 1853, Sindhi literature began to be 
produced. And with the publication of Diwan Nandiram’s  two pioneering books “Sindhi- 
Pehriyo Kitab (Sindhi-Book – I) and “Sindhi- Biyo Kitab (Sindhi – Book – II) in 1853, 
emerged a trend of producing folktales, poems and short stories for children with an initial 
purpose of script/language enhancement in the mass and upcoming generation of the nation. 
This enhanced the genre of Children’s literature slowly and gradually. 
 
In the beginning, original creations were very rare and therefore most of the children’s 
literature was borrowed from other Indian and World languages and the best stuff was 
translated for the children of Sindhi language and literature. Diwan Nandiram translated the 
stories of Esop into Sindhi as “Esop Ju Akhaniyun” in 1854. This was the first translated 
book of short stories into Sindhi. Other writers too borrowed the themes from other languages 
and translated them into Sindhi. Gulam Hussain Kureshi translated Pandit Bansidhar 
Chiranjilal’s Hindi book as “Bhambhe Jamindar ji Galh” (Bhambho Jamindar’s matter) in 
1854. Pt. Bansidhar’s other book was translated by Meera Muhammad Shah as “Sudhature 
aae Kudhatureji Galh” (The matter of Sudhatur and Kudhatur) in1855. Meera Muhammad 
Shah selected the best stories from Hindi and published them as a collection titiled “Mufid 
Aal Sabiya” (Important Stories for Children) into 1861. 
 
Among the translated books were Munshi Udharam Thavardas’s “Totenamo”(1861), Ahmed 
Khan Ajwani’s “Gulbakawali”(1890), Gurdas Kriplani’s “Baital Kathau” (1890), “Sabha Jo 
Singaar” (1890), “Panchtantra” (1894), Hami Imam Baksh’s “Char Darvesha”, “Hatimtai”, 
“Alif-Laila” (1890 to 1894) and Jamatmal Narumal’s “Hitopdesha”. 
 
Bherumal Maherchand’s translation “Golan ja Gundar” (Sufferings of the Slave) in 1894 and 
Mohammad Bakhsh Vasid translated a Persian book “Anwar Suheli’s Short Stories” as 
“Gulzar Chambeli” in 1914. Gujarati Children writer Gijubhai’s children stories were 
translated by Narayan Malkani as “Baraniyu Boliyun” (Matters of Children) in 1926. 
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In this age of translation, a great Sindhi scholar, writer and translator Mirza Qalich Beg (1853 
to 1929) was considered the “Lamp of Sindhi Children’s Literature” because of his vast 
contribution in the field of translation and original children’s creations. He picked up best 
Children’s Literature from the world and other Indian languages and made it available to 
Sindhi Children covering all age groups of children. Amongst his renowned translated books 
are “Sao Pano” (Green Leaf), “Tilasmi Guddi”, “Te dev aae Rakash” (Three Gods and a 
Demon), “Neelo Pakhi” (A Blue Bird), “Sindhbad Jahaji”, “Shaitan ji Nani”, “Ba Jaada 
Bhaura” (Twin Brothers), ‘Shahjade Mehboob ki Akhani”, “Rustam”, “Patiyala Akhiyun- 
Puriyal Akhiyun” (Opened Eyes-Closed Eyes), “Ajeev Jawahar”, “Dil Pasand Kissa”, 
“Lajakhaja Darji”, “Ajeeb Tilasm”, “Gulan ji Tokri (Basket of Flowers), “Gulliver jo Safar” 
(Gulliver’s Travels), “Robinson Crusoe” etc. Mirza Qalich Beg was proficient and scholar at 
Sindhi, Urdu, Persian, Arabic, Turkish and English languages. Most of his translations were 
from English to Sindhi. He was so famous in his time that all of his books were published 
into five to six editions. 
 
His famous translations were “Gulliver’s Travels” as “Gulliver jo Safar”, “Robinson Crusoe” 
as “Robans Crusoe” and “Basket of Flowers”, a renowned German novel as “Gulan ji Tokri”. 
His contribution was not limited to the translations only but he himself created so many 
original books for children. Among his creations are “Barano Shair” (Children Rhymes) 
1870, “Barana Gula-Phula” 1918, “Baran ji Vindar ya Piroliyu” (Entertainment and Puzzles 
for Children), and his “Vamana Ajara”, the most adventurous among all of his novels which 
witnesses the girls’ desire of falling in love. His children’s literature is full of miscellaneous 
themes such as fairy land, gods-goddesses, magic, imagination, romance, fun, birds, animals, 
human beings and love for nature. His style of writing is adventurous, romantic, nature 
loving, fascinating and full of fancy. He delightfully captures the beauty of moonlight on the 
snow-covered mountains, musical echoing in the hills, playful bustling of wild flowers and 
butterflies, twinkling of stars in the sky, sun rising-setting, and the chirping of birds. He aims 
to explore the simplistic life and love for nature to the children through his works 
. 
The age of translated Children’s literature inspired the original contributions on part of the 
Sindhi Children writers. The works created during this time were Munshi Thavardas’s 
“Vahen aae Valhe ji Akhani” (Story of Vahen and Valhe) in 1861 which focuses on the 
theme of greediness of food and its bad consequences. Diwan Kevalram Salamatray wrote 
“Gul(Flower)” and “Sukhdi (A Gift)in 1871, a collection of short stories including variety of 
themes on humour, logic, intelligence and advice for children. Kauromal Chandan began his 
career in children’s literature with his book “Tahek hi Tahek” (Laughter and Laughter) in 
1906 which added the sub-genre of laughter in Sindhi children’s literature. His other works 
include “Baraniyun Akhaniyun (Stories for Children) in 1891; “Sindhi Guzaratu” (Sindhi 
Mysterious Puzzles) in 1891; “Barana Geet” (Nursery Rhymes) in 1891; “Phul Mala” 
(Flower Garland), “Sindhi Pahaka (Sindhi Proverbs) in 1888.  
 
Other renowned Sindhi children writers include Shri Parmananda Mevaram (His works- “Dil 
Bahar” and “Gul Phul”); Shri Bherumal Maherchand Adwani; Shri Sahejram Tahelram 
Raghani; Deumal Mehbubani’s “Ikhlaki Tailim” (Moral Education) in 1921; Lalchand 
Amardinomal’s “Musafariya Jo Majo” (Pleasure of Travelling) in 1921; Bhagwan 
Sukhwani’s “Laal Billi” (Red Cat); Jethmal Parasram’s “Sono Gadho”. Among these, 
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Kishanchand ‘Bewas’ turned out to be a renowned children’s poet who introduced the 
literature in Sindhi which dealt skillfully the concept of child psychology and explorations of 
children’s inner desires. His poems used to be regularly published through “Gulistan” and 
“Gulphul”, magazines of Sindh. His chief focus in the poems was on hygiene and cleanliness. 
Apart from a tragic victimization of this community during partition, the trend of sustaining 
literature continued and met with contemporary relevance. Sindhi Children literature written 
after partition contributed to the world of Sindhi children tremendously introducing all the 
modern themes. The renowned contemporary writers after partition in Sindhi children 
literature are Shri Jivat Gogiya Jyot, Dr. Hundraj Balwani, Shri Govardhan Bharti, Vasudev 
Sindhu Bharti and Jagdish Lacchani. Their works have introduced all the modern trends and 
themes in the world of Sindhi children’s literature. Dr. Hundraj Balwani and Vasudev Sindhu 
Bharti have been conferred with the Sahitya Akademi award for their tremendous 
contribution in Sindhi Children’s literature. Their renowned works include: “Nain Basti”, 
“Bajrang Bali” by Govardhan Bharti; “Soni Guddi” (A Golden Doll), “Pappu ka Pyara Moti”, 
“Chuhe ko Mila Haldi ka Tukda”, “Kitabi Kido” by Hundraj Balwani; “Ind Lath”(Rainbow), 
“Nain Roshni (New light)” by Vasudev Sindhu Bharti to name a few. These works deal with 
the themes of science, modern amenities and the daily pressures of life which the child cope 
with. 
 
I divide all readers into two classes; those who read to remember and those who read to 
forget (William Lyon Phelps). In this statement, Phelps points to two unique potentials of 
literature. On the one hand, readers read literature to forget and escape from the tensions and 
pressures of daily life and get lost into the world of literature. On the other hand, we read 
literature to take a hope, positive support and a few lessons to live life better. But these dual 
potentials of literature are not focused much in the reading lives of children. Therefore, there 
is a need to see that child comes across such reading material which offers him/her plentiful 
opportunity to relate himself/herself, provides him/her relaxation as they lose themselves in a 
story and simultaneously being explored to cope with the life’s daily challenges. 
 
 
Pre- Nursery Stage: A Vitally Nourishing Part in the Child’s Life: 
To support this, I have picked up a collection of pre-nursery rhymes titled “Baal Geet” 
prepared by Indian Institute of Sindhology (Adipur-Gandhidham) and Central Institute of 
Indian Languages (Mysore) in collaboration through a workshop. The child makes pre-
linguistic noises before he/she utters linguistic sounds as he/she does scribbling before 
writing. Though singing is not speaking as drawing is not writing, it helps production of 
linguistic sounds including supra-segmental ones like rhythm. Nursery rhymes come in 
between pre-linguistic babbles and acquisitions of language. Practice with Nursery rhymes is 
a pre-school experience and exercise, and it prepares the child to be ready for schooling 
(N.Ramaswamy). Ever since independence, various schemes have been introduced in our 
country which emphasize to put into practice the idea of universalization of primary 
education through the mother tongue media as this is the most appropriate age of a child 
where he/she has an innate grasping ability to acquire sounds, words, and sentences without 
conscious awareness of grammar. But the child has a very limited vocabulary and 
understanding of the words and objects. While there is growing Children’s Literature in 
Indian Languages, much attention has not been paid to nursery rhymes. It is necessary for a 
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child as part of her socialization process to experience and to learn sounds of his/her 
language. Therefore, it requires parents to create an atmosphere in the house where the child 
can listen to, recite and repeat the rhymes. This not only gives enjoyment to the child but 
slowly and gradually he/she gets to understand the meaning of the words which adds to 
his/her enjoyment. The repetition of the sounds creates musical alliteration in the mind of a 
child and explores his/her horizon towards the world. He gets an idea of his/her identity 
verbally and about his/her family members and the objects around. This collection includes 
total 179 rhymes covering all the spheres of life. It has introduced almost variety of objects in 
all the rhymes such as family members, mother, father, child’s room, fairy world, brother, 
sister, food, natural objects, birds, vehicles, technology, wedding, games, stationary, seasons, 
numbers, gods, toys, TV, Radio, telephone and pet animals. It chiefly focuses on the fun and 
musical repetition. It does not bother about giving any message. As and when the child listens 
to, he/she tries to repeat it and if heard several times, the words become familiar and 
repetition becomes easier. Added to the rhyming quality of the song if they can understand 
the meaning of the words used in the song, it becomes all the more enjoyable and language 
development becomes easier and automatic. To select a few passages: 
 

1. Muhinjo Parivar (My Family) 
 
“Mummy muhinji pyari pyari, Mukhe dadho pyar karethi. 
Papa muhijo nyaro, mukhe aahe pyaro pyaro. 
Bhena bhi muhinji suhini suhini, pyar mukhe dadho kare thi. 
Kutado muhinjo ghado ghado, Aahe mukhe dadho pyaro…” 

The above rhyme very musically makes the child familiar with the parents and other family 
members, their dear love toward him/her and a sense of security and identity the child has 
into their shelter. Thus, enjoyment and repetition at an initial level provides fun to the child in 
this rhyme. As and when he/she hears it frequently, he/she becomes familiar with the 
emotional expressions of love and security. 
 

2. Baar Aahiya (I am a kid) 
 
“Baar Aahiya ma baar aahiya, nandhdo nandhdo ma baar aahiya. 
Randhikan sa randh kariya, gudde gudia sa randh kariya, motor car sa randh kariya. 
Sabhai muhinja dosta ahin, mu sa gad tha randh kan.” 

This rhyme encourages the child to play with the toys and get fun. The child is also asked to 
play in the company of the friends in order to get more fun. 
 

3. Dandha 
“Muhinja nandhada nandhada dandha, ahin motiyun jedha dandha. 
Subah Shaam tho brush kariya, saaf unan khe khub kariya. 
Kharabthiyan ma kin a diyaan, tofiyun e chocolate na khava. 
Dandha khilan sa   tha dis jana, motiyun vangar tha chamkana.” 
 

This rhyme presents a boy before a child who talks about his habit of cleaning the teeth every 
morning and avoids eating too many chocolates as they might decay his teeth. The poem 
makes the child aware about the regularity of brushing tooth as most of the children hate to 
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do it at this age-level. Thus, the boy of this rhyme comes as a hero and the child relates 
himself/herself with the boy and may try to be like him. 
 

4. Radio 
 

“Nandhde radie me ve hi, khabaru ker budhaye tho? 
Sutha sutha geet asakhe, sur sa ker sunaye tho? 
Mukha aa he nandhdo koi, hina me vetho aahe so hi.” 
 
This is a wonderful rhyme introducing the child to the radio as a fanciful and magical object. 
The child wonders who is inside even younger than him/her who delivers news and sings 
songs. 
 

5. Circus 
 

“Kala papa dekhari circus, shaher me aai shahi circus. 
Khede to football sa hathi, cycle the a Bandar sathi...” 
 
 

6. Picnic 
 

“Picnic aahe, picnic aahe, school ji aja picnic aahe. 
Ram halando, Shyam halando, tin sa gadji Lal halando. 
Mummy mu khe mokal de, aj ma vendas mokal de...” 
 
In order to explore the child’s imagination, vocabulary and knowledge about the world and 
its objects, this collection of rhymes could be innately useful to the children of pre-nursery 
stage. The present collection, at its best, invites children to use their imagination, expand their 
vocabulary and gain a better understanding of themselves and others. This collection involves 
rhymes on diverse topics having musical alliteration, entertainment, novel vocabulary, 
simplicity and avoidance of preaching. 
 
Short Stories in Sindhi: 
 
Any short story written for the children is required to follow three potentials. It should be 
able 1) to inform 2) to comfort and 3) to provide models of coping strategies. Today’s 
children need tangible support as they face a range of challenges and small stresses in their 
daily lives, their toys being broken, sibling rivalry and a playmate refusing to share. Children 
enjoy stories which have engaging story lines and illustrations; which gives voice to 
children’s view points and honestly addresses tough topics with a hopeful resolution; which 
are sensitive to children’s circumstances and personalities and honor children’s unique 
responses. The success of any children’s story lies in the skillful inter-weaving of the literary 
elements of characterization, setting, style, theme and point of view to make it compelling in 
an age appropriate manner. 
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A Collection of Sindhi Short Stories: Hikdo ho Raja… (Once there was was a King…) 
 
The present collection of short stories is written by Prof. Lachhman P. Hardwani into Sindhi 
Devnagri script aiming the early childhood of a child’s life. It contains total 21 stories in this 
collection on various themes. Like most of the children stories which are shown having 
humanly tendencies. The setting of the stories is natural places such as sky, water, jungle, 
lake, mountains, trees and river. The themes of some stories are mostly seen in all the 
languages’children’s literature such as the story of a “Vagh aae Bandhar” (Tiger and 
Monkey), “Karmi Kivliyu” (Dutiful Ants), “Topi a Varo” (A Hawker and the Monkeys), 
“Gidhadu daakh na pujhe, Aakhe- ‘Thoo Khatta’ (Grapes are Sour), “Siyano Kau” (A Wise 
Crow), Saho aae Kumi (Rabbit and Tortoise) and “Lalach buri Bala aahe” (Hen and its 
Golden Eggs). The stories which seem to be original creation of a writer are “Chanda khe 
Sarap” (A Curse to the Moon), “Jahede sa Tahedo” (Tit for Tat), “Madada (Help), “Sach ji 
Gaagar ki na Bude” (Truth always Wins), “Sang Tare, Ku-sang Bode (Good Company 
helps;Bad Company harms), “Hikdo ho Raja” (Once there was a King). 
 
Although the themes of the stories are more or less found to be culturally similar, the way 
they have been delivered with a rich fervor of Sindhi vocabulary, tone and poetic descriptions 
following the colorful photos of the book stands the writer in good credentials. The story of a 
fox and its inability to reach to the grapes tree is described very stylistically in the title as 
“Gidhada daakh na pujhe, aakhe ‘thoo khatta’”. It is also presented in a slightly modified 
form. The story “Once there was a King” from which the present collection is titled is the 
story of a king who was renowned in his territory for the bravery at war. Once he was 
defeated in a war by the enemy-king and therefore escaped in a cave to hide him out of fear 
and shame. In the cave, he came across a spider which was building its net. In its effort of 
building, it was falling down and began again to repeat the construction of its net. This 
inspired the king to put efforts once again and he went to face the enemy and achieved 
victory. Nowhere in the story has the writer directly tried to preach anything to the child. It is 
an unconscious process which the child might perceive and relate with failure in walking, 
running or learning alphabets in the due course of his/her lifetime by realizing the optimistic 
result of the King’s efforts. One more story titled “Takad Kam Shaitan jo” (Impatience is 
dangerous) is appealing. It is a story of a woman who is described as Mohan’s mother and 
who has mongoose in her house as her pet. Once she happened to go to market and therefore 
instructed the mongoose to take care of Mohan, her baby in her absence. During her absence, 
a snake came into their house and mongoose killed it in order to protect Mohan. When 
Mohan’s mother came back, she saw the mongoose with a bloody mouth and got angry 
assuming that it had killed her son. And she killed it with a stick in her rage. When she later 
saw a dead snake lying on the floor and Mohan totally without any harm, she realized the 
whole matter and repented a lot but there was no meaning then. Here, the child gets an 
exploration to his/her basic instinct of doing anything impatiently and hurriedly and is made 
aware to be cautious to think before he/she behaves. The story “Chandha khe Sarap” (A 
Curse to the Moon) deals with a cultural myth of the moon getting cursed by Lord Ganesha 
as it had mocked Lord Ganesha and its vehicle ridiculously once when Lord Ganesha was 
travelling on its vehicle-mouse. This made Lord Ganesha angry and curses the moon that the 
man who would face the direct sight of the moon on the day of Shukla chaturthi would be 
charged for stealing.  Here is a humble suggestion of a writer in the form of Lord Ganesha’s 
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curse that one should not mock at anybody. All the stories in the collection are so appealing, 
rich in poetic style and vocabulary so varied and the proverbial poetic tone is admirable. 
Nowhere the writer has tried to impose values and advises. The theme, setting, animal 
characters having human instincts, modified style and poetic expressions and rich fervor of 
the language make the stories enjoyable and explore the imagination to the child’s mind. The 
latter process of values is achieved automatically once the child starts relating his/her daily 
life actions with the characters of the story. 
 
Conclusion: 
 
However, to sustain the children’s literature in regional languages has been a great challenge 
in contemporary times where there is a competition and craze for English-medium Education. 
In that case, it would be interesting to note whether the parents would hail an idea of training 
their children through mother tongue media in their early childhood period. In this 21st 
century, with the growing tensions, frustrations and challenges of child emotions and 
psychology, there is a strong need for the multi-cultural children’s literature to be introduced 
at a pre-nursery, nursery and early schooling level. Selection of good multi-cultural literature 
would require an anti-bias approach on part of the curriculum committee and parents as well. 
Good stuff challenges the stereotypes and provides children a realistic glimpse into the lives 
of diverse group of people. Contemporary Children’s literature should ensure that it depicts 
historical accuracy, realistic lifestyle, believable characters, authentic language and age 
appropriate stuff. With the introduction of multi-cultural literature, child would come across a 
variety of settings, problem-solving approaches and themes which would offer the childan 
opportunity to consider multiple perspectives and values. 
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